






YUSUMMER CAMP
Because university is not about education

It is about mandatory fun

Report from Computer Room
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(Translation: Tron is incredibly pleased with
the implementation of the recording
sessions and opt-in system for the
university. We have absolutely no doubts
that this will increase camp lectures
attendance and I trust the students will use
this for illness and NOT for visiting
communal drinking holes)

Report Filed From Tron: The Camp's Sentient
Computer System

Your Friend
President Leatham

James Block Notice CAMP COMPLAINTS SECTION











An English Student’s Guide to Posturing in Your
First Year: Term 1



































Dear Edwin,
Of course you’re in Derwent with a name like that.

They say colleges don’t really matter all that much

but something about my old stomping ground really

seems to breed real life, in the flesh, JP-from-

Fresh-Meat’s like you.
Look mate, I get it. Nobody liked you at Harrow, you

watched Animal House or Greek or whatever a couple

of times and now you want to enjoy some wild ride

through three years of shagging birds and downing

dirty pints in a backwards facing cap. There’s

really no shame in it, no seriously, there isn’t. Our

culture has encouraged you that this is what you

should be doing at this time of your life, it’s a

strange, ingrained mirage of the good life that

leaves out all the hangovers and the gonorrhoea.

However, I do feel it is my duty to inform you that

by making yourself a personalized brand, you

automatically put yourself in the firing line.

Mainly because you’ve made yourself a shining,

otherworldly avatar of some breed of dickishness,

which is both repulsive and yet strangely moreish -

you basically become the human equivalent of the

smell of sulphur.
So what’s it going to be Edwin? Because Mephisto’is

on the blower and he wants to know how attached

you are to that soul of yours.

ASK A GRADUATE
Coming back shambling after his graduation this summer and
subsequent existential mental breakdown. Former Lemon Press grandee
Tom Davies has taken his gloves off to ameliorate your ridiculous
student problems.

Dear Winifred,
It’s really important you don’t live with onefoot in and one foot out of University. You’llfeel like you’re being metaphorically pulledapart by horses. Sorry, graphic metaphor. Thepoint is that you CAN have a stable group ofhome friends and a great groups of Uni friendsas well, but you really do have to dedicate yourUni time to your Uni friends and your home timeto your home friends. I’m assuming you’re goingto be one of those people who’ll have an urge toflit off back home to your metaphorical comfortblanket every couple of weeks. Resist it, you’llsee everyone again at Christmas anywayAs for the fear of “Unay” culture, it’s alegitimate one to have, but honestly it’soveregged. I’m assuming you’re not planning onjoining the Rugby team, so the worst you’llsuffer is a relatively good natured first weekpolitical argument and a few people who semiironically say “down it Fresher” at pre drinks.You have interests right? Go out and joinsocieties. It’s unlikely everyone in your flatwill turn out to be some sort of mega douche,but even if they do, University is still the besttime in your life to meet like-minded people whoshare your interests. Force yourself to branchout, to expand your horizons and feel a littlebit more comfortable as a slightly smaller fishin a much larger world. It’s worth it and whenyou strip all the lectures and seminars away -it’s kind of the point of going to University.

Dear Terry,

Fuck off Dad, you aren't the boss of

me!
















